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Today in RE we are going to learn 
about visiting a Mosque.  Who 

can remember what a Mosque is?

Let's share our answers with the whole class...
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A special place for Muslims is a holy 
building called a mosque.  Muslims 
go to a Mosque to pray.  What does 
praying mean?  
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Let's learn about visiting a 
mosque ...
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Mrs Frawley visited a Mosque in Abu 
Dhabi.  Here are some photos...
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LO: I can make a poster about visiting a 
mosque.

These words might help..
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So Muslims, Christians and Jewish people 
have a place of worship so they can feel 
close to God.  Does anyone here go to a 
place of worship?  Let's discuss...  
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Attachments

Camel powerpoint.pptx

About a mosque powerpoint.ppt

Inside a mosque powerpoint.ppt
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It was a blazing hot day in the city of Medina. The residents found shade in the many beautiful gardens in the city. They sat under the shade of tall trees and sipped cool drinks.



















 



The Prophet Muhammad was walking through one of the gardens. He enjoyed the cool shade of the trees as he listened to people having fun together.











That’s funny!



Ahah



 





All of a sudden, the Prophet Muhammad heard a strange, wailing noise. The Prophet Muhammad looked around to see where the sound was coming from. 

















 



Eventually, the Prophet Muhammad discovered the source of the noise. It was a camel. The camel was tied to a wooden post, out in the blazing sunshine with no shade. The camel was hot and thirsty.







































 



‘Who owns this camel?’ roared the Prophet Muhammad. The camel’s owner eventually appeared. ‘This camel is one of Allah’s creatures,’ explained the Prophet Muhammad, ‘you should treat him with kindness and provide everything he needs.’



































 



The owner of the camel felt ashamed. He knew he had been selfishly looking after himself without a thought for the poor animal who worked so hard for him. From that day on, he cared for all his animals. The camel never cried again. 
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A task setting PowerPoint about the Muslim mosque for Key Stage 1.







What do all of these buildings have in common?

Photos courtesy of suzlil, watchsmart and D-Stanley (@flickr.com) - granted under creative commons licence - attribution







Photos courtesy of  seier+seier, Jimmy McIntyre - Editor HDR One Magazine (@flickr.com) - granted under creative commons licence - attribution















Prayer Mats

Mosques either have carpet with individual prayer mats or Muslims take their own prayer mat to worship upon.

Qur’an

The Muslim holy book which is the word of God. It is treated with great respect and placed on a special wooden stand to be read.

Wash Room

Muslims must wash before entering the main hall.

Shoe Rack

A place to leave your shoes before entering.













Tasbih Beads

Beads hanging around the mosque for worshippers to help think about Allah.

Mihrab

An alcove in the wall shows the direction the worshippers need to face. This is the direction of Mecca in Saudi Arabia, the most sacred Muslim place in the world.

Minaret

Most mosques have at least one minaret which is a tall thin tower.  A man stands at the top and calls Muslims to prayer.









Muslims go to mosque to pray and services are held every day. The most important weekly service is held on a Friday.



Many Muslims believe that praying with other Muslims can make you feel part of a family.



Inside a mosque there is often a school where people can learn the Arabic language. This is the language that the Muslim holy book is written in, the Qur’an.















Festivals, weddings and funerals can take place in mosques too. 









Find out more about how Muslims don’t just worship at mosque.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/learningzone/clips/muslim-prayer/5965.html

Source - bbc.co.uk/learningzone - © 2014 BBC









		Take off your shoes before entering.



		Wash feet, hands, nose, mouth, throat, ears, arms (up to the elbow) before entering.



		Women and men worship separately.
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The Dome

Photo courtesy of Jorge Lascar (@flickr.com) - granted under creative commons licence – attribution





 



The Dome

Photo courtesy of twiga_swala (@flickr.com) - granted under creative commons licence – attribution





 



The Dome

Photo courtesy of iBjorn (@flickr.com) - granted under creative commons licence – attribution





 



Mihrab

Photo courtesy of Jorge Lascar (@flickr.com) - granted under creative commons licence – attribution





 



Mihrab

Photo courtesy of Spencer Means (@flickr.com) - granted under creative commons licence – attribution





 



Minbar

Photo courtesy of Jorge Lascar (@flickr.com) - granted under creative commons licence – attribution





 



Minbar

Photo courtesy of varunshiv (@flickr.com) - granted under creative commons licence – attribution





 



Minaret

Photo courtesy of Rod Waddington (@flickr.com) - granted under creative commons licence – attribution





 



Minaret

Photo courtesy of DjordjeR (@flickr.com) - granted under creative commons licence – attribution





 



Prayer Hall

Photo courtesy of Jnzl's Photos (@flickr.com) - granted under creative commons licence – attribution





 



Prayer Hall

Photo courtesy of archer10 (Dennis) 125M Views (@flickr.com) - granted under creative commons licence – attribution





 



Wudu

Photo courtesy of Augapfel (@flickr.com) - granted under creative commons licence – attribution





 



The Removal of Shoes

Photo courtesy of Martin Dougiamas (@flickr.com) - granted under creative commons licence – attribution





 



The Removal of Shoes

Photo courtesy of carlarjacobs (@flickr.com) - granted under creative commons licence – attribution
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Discuss these questions with your talk partner:

Places of Worship

?

?

What is a place of worship? 

Why do people go to a place of worship?

A place of worship is a space or building where people come to pray or worship. 

They may go to pray alone or to worship with others. They may go to attend an important ceremony. 





 



Places of Worship

Do you know what places of worship these images show and what religion they belong to?

Discuss your ideas with your talk partner.

Gurdwara (Sikhism)

Temple (Buddhism)

Synagogue (Judaism)

Church (Christianity)

Mosque (Islam)

Mandir (Hinduism)

















 



Today, we will be learning about the place of worship which is important to Muslims.

Mosques

A Muslim is someone who follows the religion of Islam.

The place of worship Muslims go to is called a mosque.

The Arabic word for mosque is masjid. 





 



There are over 1500 mosques in the United Kingdom.

Mosques



Aisha and Holly are best friends. They go everywhere together. Holly is going to visit Aisha’s special place: the mosque.

?

Have you ever been inside one?

?

Have you ever seen one from the outside?





 



Holly asks Aisha if she needs to prepare anything for the visit.

Holly says they should wear clothes that cover up their arms and legs 

for when they visit the mosque.

Mosques

Aisha says that her mosque do not expect visitors to cover their heads in the mosque but they can do if they would like to.



Holly says she would like to cover her head so the girls select headscarves to wear for their visit. 





 



Holly has seen the outside of the mosque before but she tells Aisha how beautiful she thinks it is.

Mosques

Aisha points out some important features. 

dome

minaret



Traditionally, the tall, thin tower called a minaret had a large, open window at the top. This would help to cool down the inside of the mosque in hot countries. Someone would also stand on the balcony on the minaret and call people to prayer. In the UK, the call to prayer is done over radio stations. 





 



Aisha’s parents have told the imam that she is bringing a friend to visit. The imam warmly welcomes them all at the door.

Mosques

Everyone takes off their shoes after entering the mosque. The shoes are placed on a shoe rack. 





 



The imam shows everyone the ablutions area. 

Mosques

The ablutions area is a room or space where people go to thoroughly wash before praying or touching the holy book, the Qur’an. 

Large mosques have a fountain in the ablutions area. 





 



Next, they enter the main prayer room. This is called the musallah. 

Holly notices straight away that there are no chairs. 

Mosques

The imam explains that everyone sits on the floor here. Traditionally, men and women pray in different spaces. 

The carpet is made up of a pattern of prayer mats. The imam shows them an individual prayer mat. Muslims can bring their own prayer mat to a mosque but they often use the carpet provided. A Muslim would use a prayer mat when praying at home or somewhere else. 





 



When Muslims pray, they face Mecca. Mecca is in Saudi Arabia and is the most holy place in the world for Muslims. 

Mosques

Muslims will know what direction to face in their own house to pray towards Mecca. They will have worked it out as soon as they moved in.

However, when they are somewhere else, they sometimes need to work it out. Some prayer mats even have a compass attached to help. 





 



The wall of the mosque which faces Mecca is called the qiblah wall.

There is an alcove in this wall called the mihrab. 

Mosques

Holly notices that there are beads hanging up around the mosque.

Aisha explains that these are tasbih beads. They help Muslims to focus when they are praying and thinking about Allah. Allah is the name Muslims give to God.





 



The imam answers their questions and then they head out of the prayer hall to collect their shoes.

Mosques

Holly comments on how pretty the patterns are which decorate the walls of the mosque.

Aisha tells Holly that pictures of animals and humans are not allowed in a mosque. You will only see patterns on the wall, or perhaps photographs of special mosques from around the world. 





 



The families thank the imam for giving them a tour of the mosque and then they go out to walk in the park together. 

Mosques

Aisha and Holly have lots to talk about. 
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